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Abstract: Single-photon emitters (SPEs) are one of the key components in quantum information applications. The ideal SPEs
emit a single photon or a photon-pair on demand, with high purity and distinguishability. SPEs can also be integrated in photon-
ic circuits for scalable quantum communication and quantum computer systems. Quantum dots made from III–V compounds
such as InGaAs or GaN have been found to be particularly attractive SPE sources due to their well studied optical performance
and state of the art industrial flexibility in fabrication and integration. Here, we review the optical and optoelectronic properties
and growth methods of general SPEs. Subsequently, a brief summary of the latest advantages in III–V compound SPEs and the re-
search progress achieved in the past few years will be discussed. We finally describe frontier challenges and conclude with the
latest SPE fabrication science and technology that can open new possibilities for quantum information applications.
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1.  Introduction

g(2)(0)
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A  single  photon  emitter  (SPE)  is  a  device  which  either
emits a single photon on demand or emits entangled photons
at a relatively high repetition frequency [1]. The emission charac-
teristics  of  an  SPE  are  different  to  an  attenuated  laser  or
thermal  light  source  for  which  the  number  of  photons  emit-
ted in a given time will follow a Poisson distribution. SPEs fol-
low sub-Poisson distribution and the second-order coherence
function  sets  the  limit  on  the  photon  probability  per
pulse,  in which a SPE has .  There are three ma-
jor characteristic standards used to measure actual SPEs: i) The
purity  of  single  photons,  which  requires  a  small  value  of

.  ii)  The  maximum  repetition  frequency  together
with the external  quantum efficiency ,  which can be en-
hanced by the coupling of SPEs to cavity modes and iii) the in-
distinguishability  which  demands  the  identical  output
photons[2].  Claiming  "Quantum  Supremacy"[3] is  becoming
rather  important,  therefore  SPEs  are  of  great  interest  as  they
form central building blocks in a range of proposed quantum
information  schemes,  including  quantum  computational  rea-
lizations[4–6],  precision  measurement[7] and  quantum  secure
communication schemes[8, 9].

It  is  generally  believed  that  a  cold  atom  is  naturally  a
single  photon  source[10, 11].  However  control  atomic  emission
is rather difficult,  and hard to scale[12].  Some new attempts at
realizing interactions of photons, magnons and matter by way
of  single  atoms  are  underway.  For  instance,  a  high  precision

electrometer  was recently  fabricated,  using the Schrödinger's
cat state with a single atom in a superposition of two circular Ry-
dberg  states[13].  The  other  major  choices  of  SPEs  include
trapped  ions[14–16],  single  quantum  dots  (QD)[17], nitrogen  va-
cancy centers[18] in diamond, organic molecules[19], carrier local-
ization centers in 2D materials[20–22], and recently carbon nan-
otubes[23, 24].

Many studies have focused on SPEs, but as yet a perfect trig-
gerable  high purity,  bright  and indistinguishable  SPE has  not
been  proposed,  especially  one  operating  at  room  temperat-
ure. Amongst all the potential central blocks to build an optim-
al SPE, semiconductor single QD SPE systems have been stud-
ied for nearly two decades and have recently been proved to
outperform the long-applied SPEs based on spontaneous para-
metric  down-conversion  (SPDC)[25, 26].  A  quantum  dot  is  an
“atom like” three-dimensional confinement nano-sized area in
a semiconductor.  This  is  very different from the 2D graphene
and 1D quantum wires due to its  3-dimensional  confinement
leading to a discrete density of states[27].  Sub-Poissonian light
emission has been observed via fluorescence experiments[28, 29].
Quantum  confinement  of  single  particles  in  the  quantized
levels  and  Coulomb  interaction  determine  the  confined  en-
ergy[30].  QD  SPEs  mainly  include  III–V  InGaAs[31],  GaAs[32] and
InP[33] QDs  systems.  They  offer  significant  scalability  and  can
be  integrated  with  state-of-the-art  semiconductor
technology[34].  II–VI  telluride  or  selenide  QDs  offer  bright
single-photon  emission  under  room-temperature,  but  suffer
from  blinking  phenomena[35, 36].  Here  we  review  on  the  pro-
gress  of  SPEs  based  on  III–V  compound  systems.  Besides  the
QDs  we  just  discussed,  the  scope  of  this  review  will  also  ex-
pand to hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) single layer, as an emer-
ging potential 2D III–V SPEs[37].
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2.  Several fundamental features of SPEs

2.1.  Purity and Indistinguishability

g(2)(0)

An  ideal  single  photon  emitter  should,  at  a  given  time,
emit one photon or an entangled photon pair with a certain re-
petition  rate,  which  can  be  characterized  by  the  aforemen-
tioned second-order intensity correlation function  me-
asured by the Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) experiment[38]

as shown in Fig. 1(b). After sending a pulse of light to a beam-
splitter, two detectors at each output sum up the coincidence
correlations as a function of photon delay. This gives:
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where   is  the  number  of  counts  from  a  given  single
photon  detector  at  time  .  Therefore,  an  optimal  SPE  has

 = 0 as no coincidences should be seen when the delay
is zero as a single photon would appear in one detector only.
Fig. 1(d) shows an example of a pulsed HBT trace taken from

T2

Ref.  [39].  To keep the phase stability of  the light with high
single photon purity, the coherence time  is of significant
importance, with:
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where  is the photon line width,  indicates the transition
radiative lifetime and  corresponds to the pure dephasing
time. The QD transition should be short-lived with a high ex-
citon recombination rate[40, 41]. Therefore the environmental
fluctuations  greatly  affects  the  quality  of  a  SPE,  especially
when we are discussing III–V semiconductors as they gener-
ally possess large optical dipoles, which make them easier to
couple with optical modes and their environment[17]. Another
necessary characteristic of a SPE is indistinguishability.  The
Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) experiment tests the distinguisha-
bility of a system by sending two pulses into a beamsplitter
and detects at each output of the coincidences seen, which can
be  characterized  by  the  HOM  visibility   as  shown  in
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of the system used to perform general QDs micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy. (b) HBT experi-
ment set-up. (c) HOM experiment set-up. (d) Examples of HBT experiment, reproduced from Ref. [39].
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Fig. 1(c) [42]. If photons in the two pulses have the same spec-
tral bandwidth, pulse width, polarization, carrier frequency
and  mode  profile,  then  we  call  them  indistinguishable
photons with  = 1. In a more general case,  can be
expressed  by  M,  as   where

 and  and  are the intensity  reflectivity  and tr-
ansmission coefficients of the beamsplitter, respectively[43].
Decoherence, photon purity and indistinguishability are all
correlated and have direct application in quantum communic-
ations[44] and quantum error correction[45].

2.2.  Brightness and Scalability

Blens

There  are  several  descriptions  to  explain  brightness  in
SPEs  various  from  literature  and  different  applications[46].
However,  in  general  the  brightness  exhibits  the  portion  of
vacuum  in  a  stream  of  light.  The  higher  the  brightness  of  a
SPE,  the  more  consecutive  of  the  single  photons  in  a  pulse.
Here in this particular discussion we express the brightness as

, measuring single photons collected at the first lens as a
function of the counts in excitation pulse. Fig. 1(a) shows a gen-
eral QD micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy set-up. Bright-
ness  is  directly  related  to  single-photon  generation  efficien-
cies  and  thus  correlated  to  scalability  of  a  system.  This  effi-
ciency can be greatly enhanced by coupling to various optical
cavities  by  employing  cavity  quantum  electrodynamics.  Such
cavities include photonic crystal waveguides[47], photonic trum-
pets[48], nanowires[49], microlenses[50], bull's eye cavities[51], dis-
tributed  Bragg  gratings[32],  and  micropillars,  which  have
achieved the highest extraction efficiency so far reported[52, 53].

2.3.  Single entangled photon-pair generation

The famous EPR paper left  us  with many legacies,  one of
which  stands  at  an  intriguing  position  in  quantum  physics  –
the  entanglement[54].  The  quantum  state  of  two  entangled
particles cannot be factorized in terms of the product of each
single-particle wave function, which implies "spooky action at
a distance", as coined by Einstein. Entanglement has tremend-
ous  applications  in  various  quantum  information  processing
protocols  including  quantum  repeaters[55],  quantum  tele-
portation[56] and quantum simulations[57].  In  a  similar  manner
to SPEs, brightness, on-demand generation and indistinguishab-
ility  are  required  for  an  entangled  photon  source.  Entangle-
ment  fidelity  is  also  on  the  checklist  as  the  photon  signal
should be in a maximally entangled Bell state[58].

All  the  above  conditions  form  a  blueprint  for  an  optimal
SPE.  There  are  also  other  desirable  needs  to  be  considered
such  as  room  temperature  operation.  In  the  following  sec-
tions  we  examine  SPEs  in  III–V  compounds  in  detail  and  dis-
cuss their single photon emission properties from the point of
view of material and physical considerations.

3.  Single photon emission with III–V compounds

3.1.  III–asenides

3.1.1.    QD growth
In III–V compounds such as GaAs, InP and InAs, the differ-

ent lattice parameters of the constituent components result in
a lattice mismatch and strain at the interface[59].  This build-up
strain  becomes  energetically  favourable  for  the  adatoms  to
form  3D-like  structures  beyond  a  certain  critical  thickness.
InAs/GaAs QDs are obtained by strain-driven nucleation in the
Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth mode[60].  In these low energy

interface structures, the strain energy increases with the thick-
ness of the epilayers. Given the self-assembled nature of the S-
K mode, the fabricated QDs are located randomly. A GaAs cap
on top of  the dots  is  used to enable bright  emission and can
also produce a redshift in the QD emission energy. Note a sacrifi-
cial AlGaAs layer fabricated above the GaAs buffer and below
the dots is necessary for the production of an air bridge in the
following  cavity  fabrication  processes[61].  Various  growth
schemes have been adopted with different epilayer thickness
or cap-layers such as InGaAs caps, in order to optimize the optic-
al performance of the QDs[47]. Other growth methods are also
applicable,  for  instance  bottom-up-grown  site-selected  InAsP
in  nanowire  was  demonstrated  with  bright  tunable  SPEs[62].
Schweickert et al. obtained a high purity QD SPE by Al-droplet
etching  on  Al0.4Ga0.6As  followed  by  deposition  of  2  nm
GaAs[63].  This  method  is  of  great  importance  as  it  produces
highly-symmetric  QDs,  which  play  a  key  role  in  reducing  the
fine  structure  splitting  (FSS)  when  fabricating  entangled
photon pair sources[64].

3.1.2.    Material properties
The atom-like discrete nature of  the energy levels  gener-

ates promising interband transitions and is ascribed to the ori-
gin of single photon emission from QDs. As in the simplest pic-
ture  of  the  energy  levels  shown  in Fig.  2,  electrons  with  spin
–1/2 and heavy holes with spin –3/2 populate the conduction
band (with s-like orbital symmetry) and valence band (with p-
like  symmetry),  respectively.  Light  holes  are  neglected in  this
picture  because  they  are  pushed  down  in  energy  due  to  the
confinement energy scales inversely with mass. Transitions are
allowed when the overall symmetry of the two states are differ-
ent, such as the transition (p,S) ←→ (s,S), denoted with 1X. Ex-
citons are formed due to Coulomb interactions between the car-
riers.  The so-called dark  excitons  in  contrast  with bright  ones
cannot  recombine  optically  due  to  quantum  selection  rules.
The transition (p,S) ←→ (s,P) is not allowed[65]. However, in pro-
cesses  such  as  two  photon  absorption  (TPA),  the  dark  trans-
ition  can  be  observed.  As  more  carriers  are  excited  into  the
QD, a second exciton can be created, which can interact with
the  first  forming  a  state  known  as  a  biexciton  (XX)  as  illus-
trated in Fig. 2(b). The linear dependence of the exciton emis-
sion intensity on excitation power becomes quadratic for a XX
since every transition involves two electon-hole pairs.  The re-
pulsive Coulomb interaction between excitons and biexcitons
leads to a decrease in the binding energy with increasing ex-
citon transition energy, enabling the generation of entangled
photon pairs.

Non-resonant excitation creates many electron-hole pairs
in the material  matrix  surrounding the QDs,  which then relax
to  the  lowest  energy  confined  states  in  the  QDs[66].  This  pro-
cess is easier to realize as the pump energy is spectrally selec-
ted to differ from that of the emitted photons. However, multi-
exciton generation greatly damages the coherence of the emit-
ted photons and introduces time jitter, which has a detriment-
al  effect  on  the  indistinguishability[67].  Therefore,  resonant
pumping has now been widely applied instead. This process dir-
ectly  excites  the  QD  into  the  s-shell  and  significantly  dimin-
ishes the dephasing and time jitter, but is much more challen-
ging experimentally.

3.1.3.    Single photons from GaAs based dots
Emission from single III-As QDs was initially demonstrated

using  photoluminiscence  in  1994[68, 69].  The  first  quantized
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light  was detected by Michler et  al,  using a  Purcell  enhanced
high Q cavity  generated  excitonic  transition  with  a  single
photon repetition rate of 82 MHz[70] as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
brightness  can  be  easily  improved  up  to  10%–20%  by  coup-
ling  the  QD  layer  into  a  distributed  Bragg  reflector  (DBRs)  to
form a 1D cavity (generally called planar cavity)[71]. The perform-
ance of other cavity enhanced devices will be discussed later.
Several  schemes  with  high  extraction  efficiency  of  over  70%
were reported[48, 49, 52, 53, 72]. Due to the aforementioned relation-
ship  between  brightness  and  scalability,  purity  and  indistin-
guishability, increasing incident power leads to multi-cascade

g(2)(0)

g(2)(0)
Blens

emissions and diminishes the coherence, under non-resonant ex-
citation[73]. Therefore recent research has concentrated on us-
ing resonant s-shell excitation[32, 47, 53, 63] as shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(e). Somaschi et al. fabricated a connected micropillar cav-
ity  embedding  an  electro-driven  InGaAs  QD  layer,  emitting
single photons with an indistinguishability of 0.9956 ± 0.0045
and a  = 0.0028 ± 0.0012[26]. Ding et al. deterministically
generated resonance fluorescence single photons with an ex-
traction efficiency of 0.66,  = 0.009 ± 0.002, and photon
indistinguishability  of  0.978  ±  0.004[25].  However,  under
resonant excitation is generally low as the wave packet of incid-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Simplified schemes of optical transitions from different single photon sources. (a) Electron and hole confined states in a QD.
The left indices show the band and envelope orbital symmetries, respectively. The right indices indicate the spin states. (b) Electron and hole
confined states in a bigger QD compared with (a). Excitons and biexcitons are indicated. It should be noted that only absorption is illustrated in
(a) and (b).
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Image of the bright spots showing individual QDs taken with an InGaAs camera and spectrum of the QD circled in a with
exciton (X), biexciton (XX), positively charged exciton (X+) and negatively charged exciton (X-) labelled[75]. (b) The measured unnormalized correl-
ation function [70], reprinted with permission from Ref. [70]. Copyright ©2000, The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

(c) The comparison of photon extraction efficiency with pump power and photon purity from Ref. [25], Copyright ©2016, American Physical Soci-
ety. (d) Two-photon interference demonstrated from the small area of peak 3[76]. Copyright ©2002, with permission from Springer Nature. (e)
Resonance fluorescence of GaAs Quantum dots with near-unity photon indistinguishability. Reproduced from Ref. [32] with permission, Copy-
right ©2019, American Chemical Society.
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ent  laser  overlaps  with  single  photon  signal.  Recently,  a  new
method  to  extract  the  laser  background  without  sacrificing
the system efficiency was developed, and produced a SPE simul-
taneously exhibiting high brightness (~0.7), high purity (~0.05)
and an indistinguishability of 0.976 ± 0.001[74].

3.1.4.    Coupling with cavities

g ∝ Q/V

Q/
√

V

It  is  worth  mentioning  that  the  SPE  brightness  for  III-As
QDs can generally be modified and controlled by placing mir-
rors or conductors around the source, hence causing the dens-
ity  of  states of  the vacuum fluctuations to change.  Above we
just  discussed  the  coupling  with  DBRs[77].  The  performance
can be further increased by the use of an optical antenna[48] or
even just a backside gold mirror[78]. There are two distinct coup-
ling regimes, in weak coupling the Purcell effect is seen. Here
the  coupling  strength  of  light–matter  interaction 
defines the SPE performance and initially increasing the spon-
taneous  emission  was  the  main  pursuit.  Spontaneous  emis-
sion was found to be weakly enhanced by Tanaka et al. using
one-dimensional  semiconductor  microcavities[79].  A  much
stronger emission rate was found using three-dimensional con-
finement techniques, like that measured by Bayer[80]. An altern-
ative  method  uses  photonic  band  structures[81].  In  this  weak
coupling regime, the coupling of a single emitter to the cavity
can either enhance or inhibit the irreversible spontaneous emis-
sion rate due to the cavity Purcell effect[82]. Strong coupling on
the other hand depends on  and is very interesting as it

g(2)(0)

allows  non-linear  quantum  optics  experiments  to  be  per-
formed in conditions of as few as two photons[83] and enables
the  optimization  and  control  of  source  and  dissipation[84].
Both  single  photon  purity  and  indistinguishability  were  en-
hanced  by  coupling  to  various  cavities  as  shown  in Fig.  4.
Amongst which, Liu et al. realized a radiative lifetime of 22.7 ps
in a waveguide-coupled quantum dot–photonic crystal cavity
system[47] as shown in Fig. 4(d). By combining a two-photon ex-
citation process and a filtering and detection setup, Schweick-
ert et  al. produced a  of  0.000075 ± 0.000016,  yielding
the lowest  value of  a  raw second-order  correlation yet  repor-
ted, to the best of our knowledge[63].

3.1.5.    Generation of entangled photons
In  a  similar  manner  to  the  general  SPE  that  we  just  dis-

cussed  above,  generating  entangled  photons  also  requires
that several conditions are met, including on-demand genera-
tion,  high  indistinguishability  and  high  extraction  efficiency
(here efficiency extends to the product of extraction efficiency
and pair generation efficiency). The source should produce max-
imally entangled Bell states, characterised by the fidelity. Very
recently,  following  the  fabrication  of  deterministic  high  sym-
metry  QDs  devices[87, 88],  a  SPE  which  simultaneously  pos-
sesses  all  the  four  conditions  has  been  produced.  Chen et  al.
built  a  broadband  optical  antenna  with  a  photon  pair  effi-
ciency of 0.372 ± 0.002 and a fidelity of 0.9[89]. Wang et al. gener-
ated entangled photon pairs with a fidelity of 0.9, pair genera-
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Simulation of the electromagnetic field of a crystal photonic waveguide. (b) Microstructure of a bull’s eye cavity and sim-
ulation of the single-photon extraction efficiency and Purcell factor as a function of photon emission wavelength of the cavity. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [85]. Copyright ©2019, American Physical Society. (c) Microplillar cavity used in Ref. [25], copyright ©2016, American Physic-
al Society. (d) Schematic diagram of the waveguide-coupled quantum dot–photonic crystal cavity system. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[47]. Copyright ©2018 Springer Nature. (e) and (f) illustrated a mode-gap cavity depicted in Ref. [86].
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g(2)(0)tion rate of 0.59 ± 0.01,  of 0.014 ± 0.001 and simultan-
eously with photon indistinguishability of 0.90 ± 0.01[85]. Liu et
al. even improved this photon count rate to >10 MHz[90], realiz-
ing  an  unprecedented  brightness  of  photon-pair  generation
as high as 0.65 (single-photon efficiency of 0.85).

All the above discussions are summarized in Table 1 gener-
ated from Fig. 5 . State of the art technique allows for the pro-
duction  of  SPEs  with  simultaneously  high  brightness,  purity
and indistinguishability. There are two exceptions worth men-
tioning,  as i)  the general  trend is  that both the single photon
purity and indistinguishability decrease with increasing bright-
ness  as  indicated  by  the  red-dotted  simulated  line.  The  work
of  Schweickert et  al.  is  an  exception  in  that  they  greatly  re-
duced the dark current[63] and resulted in high single photon
purity.  ii)  Resonant  excitation generally  produced low bright-
ness  sources  as  it  is  difficult  to  remove  laser  background,
however recent technique have improved this performance as
shown in the line connected experiments in Fig. 6[74, 90].

3.1.6.    Deterministic fabrication of SPEs
When  considering  scalability  of  SPE  integrated  systems,

the light emitter has to be placed at the antinode of the cavity,
which also increases the device efficiency. The main issue then
becomes  how  to  couple  the  generated  photons  into  well-
defined  spatial  modes  and  out  of  the  solid  state  cavity
quantum  electrodynamic  devices[91].  To  fabricate  an  SPE  de-
terministically one needs to place a source spatially and spec-
trally  at  the  antinode  of  a  cavity  mode.  The  main  obstacle  in
achieving  maximum  coupling  strength  is  the  misalignment
between  the  QD  and  the  antinode  of  the  cavity  mode.  Two
main  solutions  exist.  The  first  is  naturally  concerned  with  QD
growth.  Deterministic  in-situ  growth  methods  allow  one  to
pre-select emitters either in inverted QD chains[87, 92] or by op-
timized droplet-etching[93] within the intended emission band
with an accuracy of about 1 meV. Thus, an additional spectral
fine-tuning  is  needed  by  means  of  temperature  tuning[94],
varying  electric  fields[95] or  strain-tuning[78].  Another  solution
is  to  scan and register  the dot.  The original  idea was to mark
the  position  of  single  QD  and  apply  multiple  digital  etching
steps[96, 97].  An  all-optical  method  was  adopted  to  minimize
the lithography steps[98]. One promising class of photonic crys-

Table 1.   Characteristics of III–V compound-based single photon emitters.

Reference Source Photonic
structure

Wavelength
(nm) Lifetime (ns) Operation

temperature Excitation Blens g(2)(0) M Entanglement
fidelity

[52] (2013) InGaAs Micropillar 931 0.265–0.270 10 Non-resonant 0.79±0.08
0.53±0.05

0.05 0.55±0.05
0.92±0.10

[72] (2015) InGaAs Adiabatic
pillar

945 0.14±0.04 20 Non-resonant 0.74±0.05 0.10±0.03 0.75±0.05

[50] (2015) InGaAs Microlens 932 ~1 6 Non-resonant 0.23±0.03 <0.01 0.80±0.07

[51] (2015) InGaAs Bulls-eye
cavities

907 0.52 6 Non-resonant 0.48±0.05 0.009±0.005

[73] (2016) InGaAs Micropillar 892.6 0.162 4.3 Non-resonant 0.334 0.027 0.921

[26] (2016) InGaAs Connected
pillar

890
w/electrical
tuned

0.08–0.12 4 Resonant 0.154±0.015 0.0028±0.0012 0.989±0.004
0.9956±0.0045

[25] (2016) InGaAs Micropillar 897.44 0.084 10 Resonant 0.33 0.009±0.002 0.959±003
0.978±0.004

[114]
(2017)

GaN Gallium
nitride
crystal

1085–1340 0.736±0.004 Room Non-resonant 0.05±0.02

[123]
(2017)

InGaN N/A 420.5 0.156 130 Non-resonant 0.18

[47] (2018) InGaAs Photonic
crystal
cavities

915 0.0227±
0.0009

4 Resonant 0.41 0.026±0.007 0.939±0.033

[126]
(2018)

hBN Plasmonic
nanocavity
arrays

566.04 0.375 Room Non-resonant 0.5347* 0.033±0.047

[63] (2018) GaAs Low-Q
planar cavity

793 0.125 4 Resonant 0.5 0.000075±
0.000016

[134]
(2018)

InAsP Tapered InP
nanowire

1255 1.3 4 Non-resonant 0.28 0.03

[131]
(2016)

hBN N/A 660 Room Non-resonant 0.3

[74] (2019) InGaAs Micropillar 874 1.5 Resonant ~0.7 0.05±0.02 0.976±0.001

[32] (2019) GaAs DBR 789 0.196±0.002 5 Resonant 0.2±0.032 0.0025±0.0002 0.95

[88] (2018) GaAs Broadband
optical
antenna

780.3, 781.6 <0.2 4 Resonant 0.372 0.002±0.002 0.9

[90] (2019) GaAs Bragg
grating
bull’seye
cavity

770, 772 0.06 3.2 Resonant 0.65±0.04 0.001±0.001 0.901±0.003 0.88±0.02

[89] (2019) InGaAs Bragg
grating
bull’seye
cavity

879.4, 881 0.0664 4 Resonant 0.59±0.01 0.014±0.001 0.9±0.01 0.9±0.01

* denotes the brightniess of hBN after transfer comparing to its origianl brightness. Resonant and non-resonant excitation is highlighted by
black and red with entangled SPE in light blue, respectively.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) (a) Schematics of a LPCVD setup to produce hBN film where ammonia borane is used as a CVD precursor. (b) A confocal PL
map showing hBN luminescence. (c) hBN single photon measurement with g2(0) within 0.5, reprinted with permission from Ref. [123]. Copyright
©2019, American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Purity and indistinguishability as a function of brightness summarized from Table1 with a trend indicated by red-dotted
lines. Red triangles are non-resonant excitation while black squares are SPEs with resonant excitation. The blue circle is from hBN and the light
blue squares are photon-pair SPEs.
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tal  cavity  design  is  the  modulated  mode-gap  cavity[99].  One
way of achieving such a cavity is to deposit a low refractive in-
dex material on top of a photonic crystal waveguide as shown
in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). The small photonic mode volume guaran-
tees high Q cavities using an optical system, and thus greatly in-
creases  the  probability  of  successful  coupling  between  a  QD
and  a  cavity  mode[86].  The  lithography  steps  are  straightfor-
ward,  with  a  spatial  precision  of  ±25  nm  making  the  tech-
niqure promising for scalable on-chip SPE systems[99].

3.2.  III-nitrides

Single photon emission can be realized in the III-nitride sys-
tem with the formation of QDs making use of the 3-dimension-
al barriers that can be created by contrasting the potentials of
different  nitride  alloys  such  as  AlN,  AlGaN,  GaN,  InGaN,  and
InN. Due to the extensive use of GaN in the lighting and diode
laser industry,  its  associated fabrication techniques have thus
advanced at a tremendous rate. This mass adoption of LED light-
ing has seen the price of the technology benefit from the eco-
nomies  of  scale.  In  terms  of  the  industrial  maturity  for  large
scale  production,  nitride  technology  is  more  readily  scalable
compared to other single photon emitters using exotic materi-
als and techniques such as single trapped atoms[100], diamond
nitrogen vacancy centers[101],  and 2D semiconductors[21].  Des-
pite the achievements in the past decades on Arsenide-based
QD single photon emitters in the infrared, wider bandgap ma-
terials  remain  desireable  due  to  large  availability  of  fast,  and
low-cost single photon detectors which can work at room tem-
perature.

4.35eV
2.0 eV

Scalability aside, there are a number of major advantages
of  nitride  based  single  photon  emitters,  namely  temperature
stability,  polarisability,  and wide tuneability.  III-nitride materi-
als have been reported to give single photon emission at roo-
m temperature owing to the wide band offsets which are avail-
able between different nitride alloys, preventing carrier escape
from  a  QD.  The  tuneablity  of  emission  ranges  from  the  UV
down to the red side of the visible electromagnetic spectrum
via  bandgap  engineering  and  QD  size  control.  Typically  UV
single photons are produced by GaN QDs in AlGaN or AlN with
photon energies up to [102]. InGaN in GaN QDs can emit
single photons from blue range[103] down to [104] in the
red.  In  addition,  fine  tuning  of  the  QD  emission  energy  can
also  be  achieved  through  applying  external  bias  countering
the  large  built-in  piezoelectric  field  in  GaN  crystals[105].
Moreover,  nitride  QDs  have  been  shown  to  emit  polarised
light[106, 107], important for applications in quantum key distribu-
tion such as the BB84 scheme[108].

3.2.1.    Material properties

1µs

The majority of III-nitride emitters studied exhibit Wurtzite
symmetry,  which  is  non-centrosymmetric.  The  P63mc  space
group gives rise to a strong piezoelectric field when the crys-
tal  is  under  compressive  or  tensile  strain.  Lattice  mismatch
between  the  lower  bandgap  QD  material  and  the  higher
bandgap  barrier  material  causes  large  peizoelectric  fields  in
the QD, giving rise to the quantum confined Stark effect, polar-
ising  the  electrons  and  holes.  As  a  consequence,  there  is  re-
duced  electron-hole  wavefunction  overlap  which  substan-
tially decreases the radiative recombination rate of the system.
The  long  emission  lifetimes  of  a  single  photon  emitter  limits
the  speed  at  which  these  single  photons  can  be  generated.
For extreme cases, lifetimes in excess of [109] has been seen.

Successful  growth  of  QDs  in  the  non-polar  plane  can  effect-
ively reduce the internal field with lifetimes reduced by an or-
der of magnitude[110].

3.2.2.    Single photons from GaN based dots

3.5eV
g(2)(0) 0.42

800nm

g(2)(0) 0.3
g(2)(0) 0.02

g(2)(0)

There are many schemes of growing QDs in the nitride sys-
tems. The first nitride single photon emitter was grown in the
SK growth mode with MOVPE demonstrated by Kako et al.[111].
Single quantum dot emission was observed at  and an an-
tibunching  dip  was  seen  with  a  of .  In  the  visible
wavelength range, single photon emission was acheived with
InGaN  QDs  in  GaN  grown  by  MOVPE  and  using  droplet  epi-
taxy[103]. The InGaN QD at 2.8 eV meant that two-photon excita-
tion from a common  Ti:Saph laser can be used to select-
ively  excite  the QD with higher  selectivity  and reduced back-
ground.  This  led  to  a  measured  of  less  than .  Re-
cently, a  of  was seen in a GaN QD system formed
at the macrostep edges of a GaN/AlGaN quantum well grown
in MOCVD[112].  This unprecedented value in nitride systems is
a remarkable breakthrough, however these values are not com-
parable  to  arsenide  systems  where  values  up  to  3  or-
ders of magnitude lower have been achieved.

3.2.3.    Temperature stability

g(2)(0)
0.53 200K

25nm

4.35eV g(2)(0)
0.33

kT

350K

≈ ∼ 1.5MHz

g(2)(0) 0.47

The  large  band  offsets  and  strong  carrier  confinement
nature of III-nitride QDs enables large potential  barriers to be
formed  to  prevent  carrier  escape  from  a  QD.  Very  early  on,
Kako et  al.  had  already  highlighted  this  by  the  successful
demonstration  of  single  photon  emission  with  a  of

 at [111]. This early achievement showed the practical-
ity  of  nitride  semiconductors  for  the  generation  of  single
photons  at  Peltier-reachable  temperatures.  In  2014,  Holmes
et  al.[102] used  MOVPE  to  grow  GaN  nanowires  defined  by

 apertures.  The  resulting  nanowires  had  a  GaN  QD
formed at the tip surrounded by an AlGaN capping layer. The
small  QD  had  emission  in  the  UV  at  and  a  of

 at  room  temperature.  The  good  temperature  perform-
ance of this device arises from three factors. (i) A reduction in
size which increases the wavefunction overlap, and hence emis-
sion  probability.  (ii)  A  large  band  offset  versus ,  and  (iii)  a
site-controlled approach means that a better background isola-
tion  can  be  obtained.  Holmes et  al.  went  on  to  report  single
photon emission at a record  from nitride systems[113] us-
ing a similar approach. The above examples are from GaN QDs
formed in AlGaN with relatively high band offsets. GaN crystal
localized  defects  have  proved  to  be  able  to  exhibit  high
photon  purity  (  0.05)  at  a  high  brightness  of  at
room  temperature[114].  The  large  band  offset  caused  by  the
high indium incorporation is  key in achieving high-temperat-
ure single photon operation. With lower indium content blue
emitters,  temperature  stability  had  been  observed  by  grow-
ing  the  QDs  on  non-polar  crystal  planes.  It  has  been  shown
that  by decreasing the internal  field,  carrier  overlap improve-
ment  would  lead  to  a  faster  carrier  lifetime  in  non-polar  In-
GaN/GaN  quantum  dots[110, 115].  Faster  radiative  recombina-
tion  reduces  the  probability  of  non-radiative  recombination
which are activated at higher temperatures. Wang et al. repor-
ted blue single photon source from non-polar InGaN system at
220K with a  of [39].

3.2.4.    Polarisability
Nitride  QDs  have  regularly  been  reported  to  give  a  lin-

early polarised emission[116–118]. In quantum key distribution, it
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is  required that  information is  encoded in  the quantum state
of  the single photons,  which is  represented by their  polariza-
tion.  Therefore,  an  ideal  single  photon  emitter  for  quantum
computing  and  key  distribution  applications  should  be  cap-
able  of  generating  on-demand  single  photons  with  a  pre-
defined polarization. The direction of linear polarization emis-
sion is determined by the anisotropy of strain and shape of the
QDs[109].  Manipulation of  the photon polarization in III-nitride
QDs have been achieved using few different methods: A bot-
tom-up  approach  by  controlling  the  shape  of  the  site  of  the
QD  growth[119],  a  top-down  approach  by  defining  the  QD
shape via lithography[120], and by growing non-polar dots and
using the crystal -axis to define the polarization direction[107].

g(2)(0) 0.26
P = 0.98

P = 0.84

220K 260ps

Lundskog et  al.  demonstrated  precise  site  control  of  QD
emission polarization by growing InGaN QDs on top of hexagon-
al  GaN  pyramids  in  which  the  apex  were  elongated[119].  The
photon polarization was shown to be defined by the elonga-
tion direction, and an average degree of linear polarization of
0.84 was achieved in the 6 different orientations of the pyram-
ids.  The  bottom  down  approach  for  controlling  polarization
was  demonstrated  in  InGaN/GaN  QDs  in  nanopillars  by  Teng
et al.[120].  Nanopillars containing a single InGaN quantum disk
were  etched  to  create  elliptical  InGaN  QDs  which  showed  a
single photon emission with a  of , and a degree of
linear polarization, up to  when tuning the aspect ra-
tio  of  the  QD.  Deterministic  single  photon  polarization  has
been  shown  also  in  non-polar  InGaN  QDs.  With  the  origin  of
the polarization arising from the anisotropy of the strain in the
growth  plane[39].  Blue  emitting  non-polar  InGaN  QDs  was
shown to emit with a degree of linear polarisation [121]

in addition to an impressive single photon emission temperat-
ure stability of up to  and a  lifetime. Moreover, elec-
trically  driven  emission  of  polarised  single  photons  has  also
been  observed  in  such  non-polar  systems[122],  demonstrating
a  promising  step  towards  generating  on  demand  high-rate
single photons with pre-defined polarization.

3.3.  hBN-base SPEs

hBN, which is  a  layered semiconductor with a wide band
gap  of  5.5  eV,  has  also  been  reported  to  be  a  single  photon
source[124, 125]. It has attracted widespread attention for its cap-
ability to enhance electronic and optical properties of 2D ma-
terial heterostructures[126], and for its natural hyperbolic proper-
ties[127].  To date,  single photons generated from 2D materials
have  a  broad  distribution  of  lifetime-bandwidth  products  at
room temperature as  shown in  Fig.  6.  Defects  on hBN gener-
ally  have  a  sub-nanoseconds  lifetime  and  are  formed  from
either ion irradiation, chemical etching, or plasma etching[123].
The reason why the single photon emitter can be made in the
hBN is mainly due to crystallographic defects[128, 129] but the de-
tailed mechanisms are still under debate. Therefore, these emit-
ters  usually  have  problems  of  uneven  spectral  distribution,
multi-photon  emission  and  low  single  photon  purity,  etc.  A
tuneable ultra-bright room temperature single photon source
has  been  generated  by  the  strain  control  of  emission
wavelength and the method of greatly reducing photon emis-
sion  probability[130, 131].Through  cavity  alignment,  a  high
quantum efficiency of radiation transition led to a large mechan-
ical quality factor of 1100 for a 23 MHz mode, at room temperat-
ure in high vacuum[37]. In addition, to characterize precisely in-
trinsic  defects  hosted  in  the  hBN  crystal  is  still  essential.  And

There is still a long way to go to improve the stability and bright-
ness of single-photon emitters[132].

4.  Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we have reviewed the various aspects of III–V
compound SPEs, concentrating on III-arsenides, III-nitrides and
hBN  based  SPEs.  InGaAs  QDs  based  SPEs  have  already
achieved high purity, high brightness and high indistinguishab-
ility,  simultaneously,  and  even  recently  high  fidelity  for
photon-pair generation. Great progress has also been made to-
wards  the  development  of  III-nitrides  as  single  photon  emit-
ters at elevated temperatures and also ones based on hBN in re-
cent years. This has arisen from collaborative research of many
groups  spread  out  across  the  world.  Advances  have  been
made  in  particular  with  respect  to  high  temperature  opera-
tion and single photon emission covering the main communica-
tion spectrum from 800 to 1550 nm[75].  However,  there is  still
much work to be done in terms of both theoretical and experi-
mental fields.

Scalability is the next major criterion for the development
of SPEs, with the key performance metrics of brightness, indis-
tinguishability and purity have errors below 1% or so. In particu-
larly  one  may  consider  chip-based  photonics  as  it  offers  cru-
cial  advantages  in  terms  of  stability  and  portability[133].  Ideal
single photon emitters will provide all-optical processing abil-
ity  armed with many-photon entangled states  and light-mat-
ter interaction. For this to be realized, enhancing coupling qual-
ity,  electron  spin  resonance  and  ion  implantation  studies  are
needed[134].

We spent most of the paper discuss about single photons
from one source. However perspective quantum repeater scen-
arios  process  single  photon  interference  from  remote
quantum nodes[135].  In this respect, one of the next challenge
is  to  realize  high  efficiency  two-photon  interference.  Inhibit-
ing  spectral  diffusion  and  resonant  excitation  greatly  im-
proves  the  indistinguishability  and  visibility  of  two  remote
sources[136], and we expect more bright remote sources will be
developed  exhibiting  many-photon  interference,  thus  en-
abling  applications  such  as  boson  sampling  measuremen-
ts[137, 138] and quantum self-organization[139] to be undertaken.

The crystallographic and electronic structure and origin of
the  hBN  defect  is  still  under  debate.  Much  more  effort  is  re-
quired to improve the growth of III-nitrides and 2D materials,
particularly in attempts to control identical QDs and spectrally
stable defects[140]. High temperature SPEs are of significant im-
portance for practical operations[141]. Expertise gained develop-
ing III–arsenides sources can be used to improve nitrides SPEs
and  help  overcome  decoherence  issues.  Electrically-driven
devices  and  hBN  transfer  techniques  also  promise  high-per-
formance  SPE  devices,  spurring  further  studies  of  single
photon sources and single electron and multi-particle interac-
tions.
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